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摘要 
在這研究中，我們開發了一個有觸覺反饋的中國針灸電腦模擬系統。中國針灸是一 
種可以防止和治療不同身體病症的療法°這個模擬系統為中國針灸學生提供一個三 
維的虛擬現實環境作針灸操作技巧的練習。透過一個三維空間的力度反馈介面，學 
生能夠交互式地控制一枝針在模擬的病人身體裏面操作，並且在整個過程中經歷真 
實的網覺反應。 
系統内的虛擬病人是由一個真實人體的立體影像數據重建而成。過程從數據採集到 
針灸訓練是非侵入性的。學生能夠在一個近似真實的環境而且不需要憂慮病人健康 
被入侵的風險下練習針灸操作。透過模擬視覺上的皮膚表面變形及觸覺上的力度變 
化，他們能判斷針在病人體内的進展’就如平時操作的時候一樣°並且每次練習之 
後’系統•提供一個客觀的統計報告’他們能夠從此報告中評估自己的練習表現° 
我們使用了網覺塑造的技術來模仿針灸操作時的力度改變。體内組織用了新的觸覺 
模型來模仿，再用新的組合方法來整合不同組織在整枝針上的力度反應。我們使用 
的技術能展示针在體内雙向操作活動時的綱覺變化。我們並且建構了一個高效率的 
平行運算平台和簡單直接的三維空間使用者介面來支持實時的互動模擬。 
本研究的意義在為中國針灸提供了一個非侵入性的刘練系統°此系統可以縮短中國 
针灸的學習時間，同時改進實習者的治療準確性，從而減少治療時在病人身上可能 
出現的危險和痛楚。研究的結果可以延仲應用至模擬其他需要運用到針的手術° 
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Abstract 
In this research, we developed a computer simulation system for Chinese 
acupuncture with haptic feedback. The simulation system provides a three-
dimensional virtual environment for acupuncture students to practice needle 
manipulation techniques in Chinese acupuncture, which is a therapy for preventing 
and curing different body disorders. Student can control a virtual needle through a 
3D stylus and manipulate it interactively inside a virtual patient body with force 
feedback generated from a haptic display interface. 
The virtual patient is constructed from 3D imaging data of a real body. The 
process from data acquisition to needle practice is non-invasive. Student can 
practice needle manipulation in a realistic environment without anxiety from risk of 
health invasion. They can judge the needle progress from visual deformation on the 
skin surface and tactile experience from haptic device like in ordinary practice. 
They can also evaluate their performance by referring to the objective statistics 
report after each training session. 
Haptic modelling techniques are employed in our system to simulate the 
force changes during needle operation. New haptic models are constructed for 
individual tissue behaviour and force integration methods are developed to combine 
all tissue responses along the needle. The techniques we use are capable of 
demonstrating the haptic responses from bi-directional needle motion in human 
ii 
body. We also set up an efficient rendering architecture and intuitive front-end user 
interface for real-time interactions in our simulator. 
The significance of this work is providing a non-invasive training system 
for Chinese acupuncture, which can shorten the learning time for Chinese 
acupuncture, improve treatment accuracy of practitioners, and in turn reduce patient 
sufferings from incorrect needle applications. This work is extensible to other 
needle surgery simulations. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Recent developments in virtual reality, especially in the aspects of haptic 
rendering, greatly improve the realism and usefulness of pre-operative training 
system and non-invasive surgical operation simulations. In this project, we 
employ virtual reality and haptic rendering techniques in the development of a 
simulation system for Chinese acupuncture training. The system allows 
acupuncture students and practitioners to have hands-on practice on needle 
manipulation in a virtual body with realistic force feedback. It also provides an 
interactive calibration interface for acupuncture experts to tune the haptic model 
parameters so as to simulate different patient types (obesity, age, fitness, etc). A 
flexible parallel rendering architecture supports the whole system in the backend. 
Chinese acupuncture is one of the key components of traditional Chinese 
medicine. It is basically a therapy that treats the interior disorders by stimulating 
the exterior that consists of many acupuncture points and channels (or called 
meridians) distributed throughout the body [1]. It treats and prevents diseases by 
manipulating the acupuncture points by needles and by applying moxibustion. 
These all aim at regulating the body functionalities. Fig. 1.1 shows the 
acupuncture atlas model and Fig. 1.2 shows some typical needles used in 
acupuncture. 
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Figure 1.1: Acupuncture atlas model Figure 1.2: Acupuncture needles 
A diagnosis starts by deciding the set of acupuncture points on which the 
stimulation is to be applied. The location of an acupuncture point does not only 
depends on the landmarks on the body surface, but often also depends on the 
underlying bone and muscle positions. So, though standard models exist, 
correctly identifying their location still largely relies on the experience of the 
acupuncturist. 
After a point is selected, proper manipulation methods have to be 
determined. There are different methods in manipulating the needle in 
correspondence to the patient situation. Two most common ones are lifting-
thrusting and rotating (Fig. 1.3). For lifting-thrusting, a needle is repeatedly 
lifted and thrust with controlled depth and frequency at the desired acupuncture 
points. The speed and frequency of needle movement have to be carefully 
adjusted according to the needle tip progress within the tissue layers. This 
interpretation of needle progress is decided from the force responses when 
pushing in and pulling out the needle. 
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(a) Lifting-Thrusting (b) Rotating 
Figure 1.3: Common needle manipulation methods 
High precision in the identification of acupuncture point positions and 
control of needle during manipulation is the key for achieving the desired 
therapeutic effects and this requires high skill and dexterity levels. In the past, 
acupuncturist can gain experience only by practising on artificial mannequins or 
on real patients (in vivo practice). Artificial mannequins that based on a 
composite of materials are cheap and safe, but can provide only very limited 
visual and unrealistic force feedback. On the other hand, practice directly on real 
patients has a high risk of invasion. Wrong identification of acupuncture points 
or incorrect manipulation may result in dizziness, pain, internal bleeding [2] and 
even long term adverse effects. Besides, for some crucial acupuncture points, 
students may even have no chance or few but under restrictions of practices on 
real patients under safety considerations. Another limitation of these methods is 
that they cannot provide feedback to the trainee on how their skill compares 
with that of experienced practitioners or standards. So, a non-invasive training 
method providing realistic feedback and performance evaluation for 
acupuncture students can be very helpful. One of the aims of this system is to 
meet this demand. 
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This thesis presents our work of developing a computer simulation 
system for Chinese acupuncture training with realistic visual and force feedback. 
It introduces our new approach in haptically modelling the interaction between a 
needle and body tissues. Our approach is capable of simulating the force needed 
in both lifting and thrusting the needle through body tissues at any positions and 
angles. Our system provides high performance stable visual and haptic feedback 
by distributing the visual and haptic rendering tasks on two servers. The 
simulation and model calibration is presented through a perceptive user-
interface consisted of 2D and 3D input devices, stereoscopic visual and force 
display and various functional controls. 
This system is not intended to replace the current acupuncture trainings. 
Rather, it is a complement to let students to have hands-on practice and acquire 
enough skills before actually operating on real patients. This helps to improve 
accuracy in needle treatment, and in turns, reduce the risk of patient sufferings. 
In addition, our system can be utilized as a demonstration of Chinese 
acupuncture for education and promotion purpose. 
1.1 Surgical Needle Simulation 
Apart from Chinese acupuncture, many Western surgeries also use needle for 
f luid injection and tissue extraction in various surgeries, such as anaesthetization 
and biopsy. With the advancement of computer virtual reality and hardware 
design, computer aided simulation of these surgeries for pre-operative training is 
made possible. 
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(a) A typical CT scanner (b) A typical M R I scanner 
Figure 1.4: 3D penetrative scanners 
1.1.1 Data Source 
Most of the surgical needle simulations require the knowledge of the external 
body surface and/or internal body anatomy to derive the necessary visual and 
force responses. This can be acquired by making use of some modem 3D 
penetrative and surface scanners. The three common techniques are 
Computerized Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and 
Laser Scans. 
CT mainly uses X-rays scans to form a 3D volume intensity picture of 
human body [3]. M R I is similar to CT but it uses magnets and radio waves. Fig. 
1.4 shows typical CT and M R I scanners. 
Large laser scanners are commonly used in hospitals to acquire surface 
geometry data of patients. It is also a valuable source of data for skin surface 
reconstruction in the research field. In these years, handheld 3D scanners are 
also developed to facilitate scanning of small objects. 
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1.1.2 Computer-aided training simulation 
After obtaining the CT and/or MRI volume data, each voxel in the volume is 
then classified into different tissue types by using some segmentation techniques. 
Since data from CT scans often results in clear cuts between tissue boundaries, 
simple thresholding techniques can be effectively used in tissue segmentation, 
especially skin and bone [4]. One of the typical examples is to use intensity 
thresholding to identify skin and bone inside the Visible Woman [5]. M R I scans 
can see through bone and provide clearer pictures of soft tissues [3]. However, 
M R I sensors are known to induce slight distortions and produce similar 
intensities for adjacent tissues on the final images, so generally there are no 
automatic segmentation methods for it [4]. 
There are also some commercial packages in the market providing 
human body volume data with segmented tissue labels. One of the examples is 
HUGO (Professional Anatomical Dataset) produced by Medical Virtual Reality 
Studio GmbH. It is based on the Visible Human Data Set from the National 
Library of Medicine, Maryland [6] [7] and the data set is categorized into 40 
types of tissue, including bone, skin, muscle, etc [8]. A l l the tissue layers are 
readily available in this dataset. The virtual human model in our current system 
is constructed from this dataset. 
After tissue acquisition and segmentation, depending of the type and 
need of the simulation, the acquired data wi l l be visualized using some surface 
or volume visualization techniques. In general, surface visualization is faster 
then volume visualization, but the latter can visualize the internal anatomical 
structures of the virtual body model also, which is very useful in analysis and 
research. I f real-time simulation is highly concerned, surface visualization is 
preferred. 
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The skin surface geometry can be implicitly obtained from the data 
acquired from laser scanners. However, the orientation and gestures of the 
human body during surface and volume scans often do not match perfectly. As a 
result, registration and matching has to be done between the surface and volume 
data obtained and this process often results in large errors. Another alternative is 
to apply surface reconstruction algorithms like Marching Cube [9] or multi-
surface extraction on the CT or MRI volume data to extract the surface. As the 
surface is directly reconstructed from the volume data, the surface and volume 
data wi l l match with small error only and the error is controllable through 
adjusting the final mesh fineness. This is the approach we employed in our 
system. We apply Marching Cube algorithm on the HUGO segmented volume 
data to extract the skin surface. Surface visualization allows us to have a real-
time training system without significant inconsistency between visual and haptic 
feedback in user perception. It also provides a high enough visual update rate 
which is necessary for the user to position the tiny needle tip on the desired skin 
surface position and then insert into it. 
Beside visualization, force feedback has become an inevitable 
component in many surgical simulation systems, such as bronchoscopy and 
arthroscopy. Various haptic rendering techniques in needle surgery simulations 
have also been developed and wi l l be discussed later in this thesis. With 
computer simulation, the performance of the user can be objectively compared 
with experienced practitioners. Users can also leam through some wrong 
attempts that are not always possible when practicing on living patients. So, in 
general, computer simulation is useful in improving training beyond the 
limitations of the current methods of in vivo practice and usage of artificial 
physical models. 
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1.1.3 Existing Systems 
In the past 5 years, following the advancement in the development of haptic 
rendering techniques and hardware, several computer simulation systems have 
been developed for needle surgeries, including epidural puncture [10] [30], 
spine needle biopsy [11] [12] and catheter insertion [13]. In the field of Chinese 
acupuncture, some devices and physical models are also developed for research 
and training purpose. Some representatives of these systems are introduced as 
follows. 
Epidural Puncture Simulation 
Epidural puncture refers to the procedure in which a Tuohy needle is advanced 
from the surface of the body to the epidural space and penetrates a variety of 
tissue types along the trajectory. The target is to deliver anaesthetic f luid in the 
epidural space. Correct judgment of the needle progress depends on both the 
length of needle remaining outside the body and the tactile force experienced. 
So, several computer training systems with both visual and force simulations are 
developed. 
A research group in University of Bristol has developed an experimental 
tactile force simulator for uniaxial epidural insertion [10]. The force resisting 
progress of the needle in this system is derived from measured data on porcine 
samples, cadavers and recently deceased cadaver specimens. However, the force 
data is measured from a specific surface point on the back of the body through 
to the epidural space. Therefore, the force simulation is only unidirectional and 
is valid for that specific entry point and insertion trajectory only. Force 
sensations resulted in wrong trajectory, for example, in contact with bone, is not 
modeled. 
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Leslie Hiemenz and his colleagues also constructed force feedback 
models for the same procedure using MRI data and biomechanical data from 
material testing [30]. However, their study is based on an assumption that needle 
penetration force is independent of both speed of needle insertion and of angle 
of insertion. This assumption has been shown to be not always correct in some 
published experiments [10]. Besides, force response of merely a single insertion 
trajectory is modeled and the force is computed based on the tissue at the needle 
tip only. 
Spine Needle Biopsy Simulation 
Spine needle biopsy is a useful non-invasive operation to detect and verify a 
spine tumor. A hollow needle is used to extract tissue from the spine of a living 
body. Force sensation when operating the needle is an important cue in non-
invasively reaching the target position inside body. 
Dong-Soo Kwon has made a spine biopsy simulator consists of a force 
feedback device and a dummy simulating the back of human body (Fig. 1.5) 
[11]. While the dummy can provide an additional degree of freedom in 
rotational force feedback [12], this also poses limitation on the possible needle 
_ 
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Figure 1.5: A dummy simulating the human body [11] 
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insertion positions and directions. Besides, only unidirectional insertion is 
modeled and only the needle tip is taken into account in force computations in 
his simulator. 
Catheter Insertion Simulation 
Inserting a catheter into a blood vessel is a common and important procedure in 
Western clinical practice, especially in percutaneous cardiac operations. Similar 
to the above procedures, success catheter insertion requires a high skill level in 
interpreting vessel puncture from tactile experiences. So, many computer 
simulation techniques are developed to improve practice reality. 
Antonio Zorcolo has constructed such a simulation system [13]. His 
system is based on patient-specific volumetric medical imaging data. The force 
parameters are adjusted interactively. However, the force simulation is still 
unidirectional due to the nature of the procedure and tends to generate less 
realistic feedback or even undesired vibrations when the needle contact with 
bone. 
1.2 Research Goal 
From the above survey, it is found that current needle surgery simulation 
systems have at least one of the following limitations: 
• Unidirectional force simulation: 
Force is simulated as i f the needle can go in single direction only 
• Limited insertion position and trajectory: 
Simulations are limited to some specific insertion positions and angles 
only 
• Inadequate force computation: 
Force computations only take account the tissue type at needle tip 
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• Unstable haptic response: 
Undesired vibrations in contacting hard tissues 
The aim of this project is to develop a needle surgery simulator for 
Chinese acupuncture with the following capabilities: 
• Visualization: 
Interactive visual simulation during needle manipulation 
• Haptic feedback: 
Stable response, bi-directional realistic rendering model and interactive 
calibration 
• Flexibility in practice: 
Needle insertion at any position and angle 
• High Performance: 
Parallel visual and haptic server architecture 
• Portable: 
Built on cross-platform libraries 
• User friendly; 
Intuitive two-handed control interface 
The significance of this project is to provide a virtual environment for 
acupuncture students to have hands-on practice on needle manipulation 
procedures with realistic feedback, so that finally can benefit patients by 
reducing the possible suffering of them resulted from improper or inadequate 
treatments. It is also a suitable tool for education and demonstration. 
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1.3 Organization of this Thesis 
In Chapter 2，we wi l l briefly introduce the issues involved in haptization of 
needle interactions, including the various sources of data and some haptic 
devices. We wil l also describe some existing haptic models and techniques 
developed for simulating needle operations. 
Chapter 3 is a detail description of our models and new techniques in 
simulating the bi-directional motion of needle in the human body. We wi l l 
present our data pre-processing steps and the haptic display interface in our 
simulation. The analysis we made on the force profiles from previous force 
measuring experiments wi l l be described. The haptic models for individual 
tissue response and force composition methods we used wi l l be introduced and 
explained. 
In Chapter 4，we wi l l present the system architecture supporting our 
simulation in the backend. In particular, the coordination of haptic and visual 
rendering on two servers and their individual pipeline wi l l be described. 
Chapter 5 wi l l give a summary on the front end user interface of our 
simulator. The various functions and tools created to assist needle training are 
described. The training results for performance evaluation wi l l also be briefly 
presented. 
Finally, Chapter 6 is a final summary of my research and also some 
suggested future work. 
Chapter 2 
Haptization of Needle Interactions 
The word 'Haptic' is developed from Greek ‘haptesthai,, which means 'to 
touch'. Haptization refers to the process of utilizing force reflecting devices and 
some computer rendering techniques to simulate the sense of touch of human in 
certain real life operations. Such technology has been widely applied in various 
fields in the last few years, from home entertainment to researches in medical 
procedures simulation. 
One major part of this system is the haptization of needle interactions. In 
general, every haptization project involve three typical procedures: real-life data 
acquisition, choose of haptic display devices and construction of haptic model. 
In the following, we wi l l give an overview of the above procedures in some past 
projects related to needle interactions. 
2.1 Data Collection 
In haptic rendering of human soft tissues, the crucial data would be the 
relationship between the applied force and the deformation of the organ 
concerned. In the case of needle surgery, since tissue puncture is involved, the 
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interested data would include the dependencies between the applied force and 
the depth of needle insertion also. These are usually used in the construction 
and/or validation of haptic model. Such kind of data can be directly measured by 
using related devices on objects of similar or exact nature. However, such direct 
measurement may not be always possible, or otherwise suffer from irremovable 
errors. Another method is to derive the required data by correlation with some 
non-invasive measurements (e.g. MRI). However, such correlation technique is 
still under research stage. So, another alternative is to indirectly acquire from 
expert experience. This is usually achieved from experiments and manual 
calibration. 
2.1.1 Force Measurement 
With the development of more accurate measurement instruments and the 
increasing demand for minimally invasive surgery and training systems, many 
laboratories have started projects on force measurements on soft tissues using 
different devices and specimen [10] [14] [15] [16] [17]. The choice of appropriate 
specimen and analysis methods affect the accuracy and usefulness of the final 
resulting data. 
Specimen 
Commonly used specimens in force measurements include porcine [10] [14] [15], 
canine, bovine [16] and human [10] [17]. Since animals are comparatively easier 
to be obtained, most of the existing projects use animals as the first test bed. 
Since in general the anatomical structure and physical properties of animal 
tissues differ greatly from that of human, the measured data can only be used as 
a rough prediction on human soft tissue response. 
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Besides, due to the limitations in the arrangement of force measuring 
equipments and the difficulty in position fixing, most of existing measurements 
use only tissue samples such as separated organs instead of the whole body. The 
use of tissue samples further limits the accuracy of final result since it is almost 
impossible to properly reproduce the conditions surrounding the sample (e.g. 
initial tensions) in the original physiological state. 
Whether the specimen is living or not during measurement also is an 
important factor. The properties of non-living tissues are known to be 
significantly different from those of living organisms, due to temperature and 
strain state differences, and the absence of blood perfusion [15]. However, 
difficulties in availability and high danger of invasion l imit most of the 
measurements to be in-vitro (i.e. use of cadavers or dead animal tissues) only. 
Unti l now, no detail in-vivo force measurement on living human is available. 
Data Analysis 
Since all force-measuring devices unavoidably produce some noises in the final 
result, the obtained data first has to be smoothed by using some filters such as 
moving average filter before put into any further analysis. However, this action 
also has a potential side effect of smoothing out force vibrations that actually 
exist in the real situation. To obtain a realistic force simulation, this force 
component has to be compensated in the construction of final force model. 
Further analysis of the force data depends on its acquisition method. 
Since most of the force data are taken from animal tissues or cadavers of human 
at some specific positions and trajectories, the data does not match directly with 
the response of l iving human soft tissue but is as an estimation of the trend of 
force changes only. So, few systems directly use the exact force data values as a 
mapping table in needle force simulations. The most common method currently 
being used involves segmentation on the force data into different components 
and then apply curve fitting on each of them. 
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These components usually correspond to the pre-puncture and post-
puncture stages of some typical tissues. Segmentation into different components 
is accomplished with the help of skin deformation imaging detection [16] [17] 
done at the same time with force measurements or the tissue layer information 
extracted from corresponding MRI volume data set. 
After segmentation, experimental data from each component wi l l be 
matched with some curves. Often, curves with complex formulas are not chosen, 
not only because it is unnecessary when considering the low precision of 
available data, but also is a consequence of the high computational speed 
demand in haptic display. Frequently used fitting curves are only simple 
exponential [14] or polynomial [10] equations. The initial values for the 
controlling parameters can be obtained either by averaging the experimental 
data or from published properties in literature. 
After finished model construction, a real-time haptic display strategy has 
to be selected. This is often related to the force feedback devices being used. 
Brett chose to compute the velocity demand from user-exerted force and needle 
displacement, and then impose the demand through his tailor made simulator 
[10]. Another alternative is to compute the force response from needle 
displacement alone and then display the computed force directly. The latter one 
is the strategy being used in our system. 
Besides model construction, the experimental data obtained is also useful 
in model validation. The force profile displayed from the devices is compared 
with that from experiment. Although we have not set up our own force 
measurement experiments, the force model employed in our system is analysed 
and derived from experimental data available in published literature using 
similar methods described as above. However, exact data from experiments is 
still required in the future for validating and fine-tuning the developed force 
model. 
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Figure 2.1: Typical needle simulation pipeline 
2.1.2 Data Correlation 
Other than directly measure force response using mechanical devices, the force 
data can also be indirectly correlated from other data sources, such as MRI. MRI 
imaging parameters, for example, T1 and T2 relaxation times are related to the 
properties of the material being scanned. Material properties, in turns, are the 
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major factors that affect its puncture resistance, stiffness, viscosity, etc. So, 
investigating the relationship between MRI imaging parameters and material 
properties would help finding out the force response of different materials, 
including soft tissues [18]. However, until now, only a limited research 
investigating this relationship has been done. 
2.1.3 Expert Opinion 
Various surgeries that involve needles, such as epidural puncture, spine needle 
biopsy, catheter insertion and Chinese acupuncture, all have been practiced over 
many years. The experience of surgeons participating in these surgeries would 
be a valuable source of input into needle force simulation. However, without the 
aid of some computer tools and draft models, it is difficult to transform their 
conceptual experience into computer data for use in force simulation. 
On the other hand, as mentioned before, existing data from real-life force 
measuring experiments cannot reflect exactly the response from live human soft 
tissue but it is a hint for building draft force models with some variable 
parameters by curve fitting. Expert experience is an ideal complement to real 
force data. Experts can contribute to the determination of force model control 
parameters by designing some intuitive calibration interfaces. This is the 
approach taken by many existing needle force simulation and also by our system. 
Fig. 2.1 shows a typical system pipeline in needle force simulation. 
2.2 Haptic Display Devices 
Haptic display devices are manipulators providing force or tactile feedback to 
humans interacting with virtual or remote environments. The development of 
these devices only has a short history. Different haptic display devices differ in 
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their various capabilities, including degree of freedom, force resolution, 
maximum force and stiffness, etc. They can be classified into two big categories 
by their design purpose: general or single. The following is a brief introduction 
to some representatives of them, with particular emphasis on those being used in 
needle surgery simulations. 
2.2.1 General-purpose Devices 
Several force feedback devices have been developed with flexibility in design to 
suit different purposes. One of the examples is PHANToM developed by 
SensAble Technologies. It has been used in many existing virtual reality 
applications, as it is one of the few three dimensional force feedback devices 
• ⑩ 
(a) A PHANToM model (b) CyberForce 
Figure 2.2: General-purpose force feedback devices 
that are capable of delivering stable force response with tiny friction. Fig. 2.2 (a) 
shows one of the commonly used model in the family. Several PHANToM 
models with 3 degree-of-freedom (dof) force feedback have been used in needle 
surgery simulation projects [13][12] [19]. Our system also employs one of the 
model, the PHANToM Desktop, in needle force display. Another general-
purpose force feedback device is CyberForce developed by Immersion 
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Corporation. It is a desktop whole-hand and arm device that capable of 
generating forces on each finger and arm. Fig. 2.2 (b) shows the device under 
operation. 
2.2.2 Tailor-made Devices 
Due to the difference in requirements and tool shapes of different surgeries, 
many surgery simulation developers have chosen to design their own haptic 
feedback devices that tailor-made for particular simulation. In the area of needle 
surgery simulation, P. N. Brett and his colleagues have constructed a force 
feedback device simulating the advancement of tuohy needle into the epidural 
space [10]. The simulator can provide only 1 degree-of-freedom movement and 
force display, so is unable to simulate the constraint force perpendicular to 
needle motion. Also, the trainee cannot grasp the tool to select a particular insert 
position and angle. However, these limitations are acceptable for epidural 
puncture operations as these are not the crucial factors for success in this kind of 
surgery. 
Sunil K. Singh and his colleagues also constructed a force feedback 
device to train students on lumbar puncture [20]. That device has 1 degree-of-
freedom in force display and 2 degree-of-freedom in position. It allows 
orientation changes within 60° and incorporated a lock mechanism to fixed the 
needle after a certain distance in penetration. Although it has an additional 
degree-of-freedom in motion control, it basically shares the same limitations as 
the previous device. 
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2.3 Haptic Models for Tissues 
Haptization of needle interactions often involve the modelling of human soft 
tissues. Therefore, most of the simulations use the mechanical or mathematical 
models capable of demonstrating the behaviour of a single tissue or a group of 
them as building blocks in construction. Before rupture, the behaviour of a 
tissue is governed by its stiffness. After a tissue is punctured, the friction 
between the needle and tissue comes into effect on the final force response. We 
wi l l briefly introduce some common models for simulating the stiffness and 
friction of soft tissues. Also, some existing models for needle operations 
simulations wi l l be mentioned. 
2.3.1 Stiffness Models 
Most soft tissues have been shown to exhibit viscoelastic properties. As its name 
suggest, viscoelasticity is a combination of viscosity and elasticity behaviours. 
Many mechanical models have been developed to simulate such behaviour. The 
design of these viscoelastic models is not intended to explain the complex 
physics involved in the molecular level of tissue, but is to demonstrate some 
known tissue responses. The basic elements of these models are linear spring 
and linear viscous dashpot. A linear spring shows Hookean elastic behaviour in 
which the stress a is linearly proportional to strain e: 
a = Re (2.1) 
where R can be interpreted as a spring constant or a Young's modulus. 
A linear dashpot, sometimes called damper, shows Newtonian viscous 
behaviour in which the stress varies linearly with the strain rate sS： 
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G = r ] & (2.2) 
A a series and/or parallel combinations of the two basic elements construct most 
of the viscoelastic models. Popular examples include Maxwell model and 
Kelvin model (Fig. 2.3). Maxwell model is a 2-element model with a linear 
spring element and a dashpot element connected in series. Kelvin model, or 
called Viogt model, is similar but the two elements are connected in parallel. 
Some other models exist in the form of combinations of Maxwell and Kelvin 
model [26]. We wi l l use the Viogt model as a basic element in individual tissue 
modelling, which wi l l be describe in details in the next chapter. 
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Figure 2.3: Common viscoelastic models 
2.3.2 Friction Models 
Friction is a motion-opposing force that almost occurs everywhere. Friction 
from soft tissues opposes the needle motion and governs the static and dynamic 
behaviour of it. Like tissue stiffness, mathematical models are developed to 
reproduce force responses due to friction. One common model being used treat 
friction as a viscous damping opposing force that is linearly proportional to the 
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sliding speed. However, not many objects exhibit this kind of friction. So, other 
models independent of the sliding speed, like the popular Coulomb's model, 
have been introduced. These models suggested that an object remains static until 
the force applied on it exceeds a certain static limit, which is usually greater than 
the coefficient of dynamic friction. Other than pure frictions, some methods 
have been proposed to simulate the haptic textures in friction. One example is 
the model introduced by William, etc. [28]. The model uses snapping holes of 
some specified density to simulate simple surface textures. 
2.3.3 Modelling of needle operations 
Existing models for simulation needle interactions can be classified into three 
categories. The first category use a single spring to simulate the force acting on 
the needle tip [11]. The type of tissue at the tip of needle determines the spring 
constant. This model is simple and efficient, but does not take into account the 
various frictional and deformation forces along the needle by surrounding tissue, 
thus the force variations on needle may not be well simulated. The second 
category use finite element methods to simulate the force response. A region of 
body near the needle is modelled by a finite set of nodes with different attributes 
representing its physical properties. Tissue interactions under the effect of 
needle motion are simulated by the changes of node positions and velocities. 
This kind of models is often computational expensive and requires sophisticated 
computer support to achieve real-time update. This may not be affordable by the 
end users of the simulation system. The final category is based on one-
dimensional accumulation of forces along the needle [13]. This model 
incorporates the effects of tissue layers in contact with the needle and is efficient 
in computation. So, this is a compromise between simple spring and finite 
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element models. The methods being used in our simulation fall into this 
category. 
2.4 Chapter Summary 
Various issues involved in haptically simulate the needle interactions with body 
tissue are discussed in this chapter. We have made a brief overview on the 
available data sources of this kind of simulation. Some of the haptic display 
interfaces for generating the simulated force are also introduced. We have also 
summarised existing models in haptic rendering, especially those related to 
needle force simulations. In the next chapter, we wi l l present the techniques 
used in our simulation to model the interactions between needle and body 
tissues. In particular, new models for dealing with the bi-directional needle 
motion in Chinese acupuncture are proposed. 
Chapter 3 
Haptic Rendering of Bi-directional 
Needle Manipulation 
Most western medical operations involving the use of needle, such as 
anaesthesias and catheter insertion, emphasize only on targeting the needle 
towards a desired region and then carry out the required action. Moving the 
needle to the correct destination is the result of correct interpretation on the 
continuous force changes when pushing the needle into the body. This is a 
unidirectional motion and often the action of pulling out the needle after 
operation does not affect the therapy. In addition, setting up a device with force 
sensors to measure force from pulling out the needle is usually more difficult 
than to measure the push-in force. So, most of the existing force measurements 
[10] and haptic models focus on the needle interactions from skin surface to a 
region inside body but not vice versa. 
While a haptic model describing unidirectional needle insertion is 
already sufficient for simulators of these surgeries, it is not the case in 
simulating Chinese acupuncture operations. When applying the lifting-thrusting 
manipulation method, after the needle reached some target depth below an 
acupuncture point, the practitioner have to control the needle up and down 
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repeatedly in order to trigger stimulations on that point. Often, the tactile 
experience during this up-down needle motion is an important factor in 
determining the tissue layers near the needle tip, and in turns, deciding the 
appropriate depth and frequency of motion. Moreover, acupuncture points are 
widely distributed on the human body, and the insertion depth and angle varies 
for different situations including patient age and symptoms. So, we have to 
develop a general enough haptic model that is capable of simulating the 
feedback force during the bi-directional needle motion starting at any body 
surface points and on any trajectories, including those in possible wrong 
attempts, such as bumping on bones. Since our own force measuring 
experiments have not been set up yet, now our haptic model is built up from 
some published experiment results, physical properties and opinions from 
practitioners. 
3.1 Data Source and Pre-processing 
The virtual human body in our simulator is based on the Visible Human Data 
produced by the National Library of Medicine, Maryland. Visible Human Data 
is a set of transverse CT, MR and cryosection images acquired from a 
representative male cadaver [6] [7] (Fig. 3.1 a). We are interested in the tissue 
information inside the Visible Man body. So, instead of directly making use of 
the Visible Man's raw data, we employed the segmented tissue data set HUGO 
from M V R Studio GmbH [8]. HUGO is an anatomical volume data set resulted 
from tissue segmentation on the cryosection images of Visible Man. The data set 
is composed of 594 x 341 x 1873 voxels with voxel size of 1 x 1 x 1 millimetre. 
The voxels are categorized into 40 types of tissues each with unique index. (Fig. 
3.1 b) 
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Visible Man CT data in HUGO dataset [8] 
Figure 3.1: Visible Man and HUGO datasets 
As an initial attempt to build up the simulation system, the leg and foot 
on the left side of the Visible Man is being used. The major reasons for this 
selection are the completeness of data within that region with comparatively 
fewer noises than other parts and the large number of acupuncture points located 
there. This part is then extracted out from the dataset for processing. 
Although current development of the simulator takes the HUGO dataset 
as a testbed, the development procedures and the haptic models are not 
dependent on this particular dataset. Any patient-specific volumetric data 
acquired using standard medical imaging modalities such as CT, after 
segmentation, can be incorporated into this simulator. 
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3.1.1 Virtual Body Surface Construction 
Inserting a tiny needle into an acupuncture point at a desired angle requires high 
enough update rate in visual display in order to handle it precisely. Volume 
rendering involves high computational complexity in ray tracing, relatively 
expensive computer wi l l be needed i f we want to meet the demand. For this 
reason and also to simulate the real situation during acupuncture treatment, we 
decided to visualize the virtual body part by surface rendering of the skin. 
Besides, skin surface polygons can accelerate the initial collision detection 
between the needle and the virtual body during haptic rendering. They can also 
reduce the visual update time spent on skin deformation simulation. 
So, surface reconstruction is applied on the previously selected volume 
in HUGO dataset to obtain triangular meshes simulating the skin surface. 
Several surface reconstruction algorithms have been tried. However, the 
difference between results is not significant for this dataset. Finally, we adopt 
the result from the Marching Cube algorithm [9]. In the first trial, the skin index 
is used as the threshold in the algorithm to extract the skin surface. The resulting 
triangular meshes are unsatisfactory with undesired rough regions and 
noticeable contours. The result becomes satisfactory after the threshold is 
replaced by the index of air. The initial number of triangular meshes is huge, 
which is a great burden on visual rendering. So, several passes of smoothing and 
decimation is performed to reduce the number of meshes, but at the same time, 
this also decrease the surface fineness. Finally, we stop at about 50000 triangles 
which guaranteed an interactive visual update rate while still can retain some 
skin surface features. The meshes data is then stored as Wavefront OBJ format 
and virtual reality markup language (vrml) files respectively for visual rendering 
and collision detection in the haptic simulation. Fig. 3.2 shows the visualization 
of the final triangular meshes. 
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of the skin surface 
3.1.2 Tissue Mapping for Haptic Rendering 
Although the original dataset wi th 40 different types of tissues are inputted into 
the system, not all tissues are modelled in our haptic simulation. Only five 
among them are modelled: air，skin, adipose tissue (fat), muscle and bone. They 
are the tissues that commonly encountered in acupuncture needle operations and 
they are also the five major tissues in human body. For example, the five tissues 
totally already constitute 95.7% of the HUGO dataset. Besides, each o f them has 
specific force feedback features that are different from others. 
Other minor tissue types do not have their own force profile, but stil l 
have the chance o f being contacted by the needle. So, they are mapped to a 
similar tissue among the five principal types according to their specific physical 
properties. The mapping table for all the 40 tissue types is included in Appendix 
A . In order not to affect the performance during training, this mapping process is 
not done in real-time, but is performed with result stored right after the dataset is 
read. Tissues in contact wi th needle w i l l be looked up from this mapped dataset 
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Figure 3.3: Data sources and pre-processing 
according to the needle tip position and orientation. Fig. 3.3 summaries the 
process of data preparation. 
As a future improvement, some minor tissues that may have force 
feedback features differ significantly from the five principal types, such as 
ligamental tissues, should be investigated and modelled accordingly when more 
data available. 
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3.2 The PHANToM™ Haptic Device 
The force feedback device employed in our system, the PHANToM Desktop 
(Fig. 3.4 a), is one of the models in the family called the Personal Haptic 
Interface Mechanism, PHANToM™ [21]. It is first built by Thomas Massie and 
is the result of a series of research developments on haptic rendering at the A I 
laboratory in Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). It became a 
commercial product and distributed by the Sensable Technology, Inc since 1993. 
At the same time, some haptic rendering algorithms and software techniques 
have been developed [22], and formed the basis of its interface toolkit, the 
GHOST SDK (General Haptic Open Software Toolkit) [23]. 
The PHANToM Desktop is a newer model introduced in 1998. It is 
capable of 6 degree-of-freedom positional tracking and 3 degree-of-freedom 
force display. It only permits point interactions with virtual object and displays 
only pure force at the tip of its stylus but no torques (Fig. 3.4 b). However, this 
limitation helps the system to have a good bandwidth that results from the 
reduction on the mass of its structures and actuator. Table 3.1 shows the 
specification of PHANToM Desktop. 
Nominal position resolution 0.02 mm 
Workspace 16 x 13 x 13 cm 
Backdrive friction 0.06 N 
Maximum exertable force 6.4 N 
Maximum stiffness 3.16 N/mm 
Inertia (apparent mass at tip) <75 g 
"Footprint 18 x 16 cm 
Table 3.1: The specification of PHANToM Desktop 
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Figure 3.4: The PHANToM Desktop 
It is being chosen instead of a 1 degree-of-freedom haptic interface 
device commonly used in needle simulations because it has extra degree-of-
freedoms which allow more flexibility in the design of the system, including the 
control of the position and orientation in needle insertion. PHANToM Desktop 
is also capable of future simulation of palpation exam for selecting insertion 
point and identifying landmarks to guide the needle trajectory. Besides, it is 
designed for office desktop, its relatively low cost, portable design, compact 
footprint, and easy installation enable our system to be readily applicable and 
not cost-prohibitive for medical schools to train students in the future. 
In our system, the stylus of the device simulate the acupuncture needle 
with the stylus tip corresponds to the needle tip (Fig. 3.4 b). Since the generated 
force from our haptic model can be sent to the virtual needle tip only, we cannot 
model needle axial rotations. We are also unable to display a constraint force to 
f ix the needle orientation. While this affects the realism of simulation, we think 
this is acceptable, as needle orientation does not vary too much under normal 
condition. To remedy this limitation, an alert wi l l be shown on the user interface 
when the needle deviates too much from the initial angle of insertion and the 
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amount of angle deviation wil l be recorded throughout the training so that a 
student can evaluate his stableness in needle control. 
3.3 Force Profile Analysis 
To achieve a high degree of reality in the haptic feedback, understanding of the 
physical interactions between the needle and tissues is required. As mentioned 
in the previous chapter, several experiments have been performed to investigate 
such interactions. I f we compare their results in detail, we wi l l discover great 
differences in the force magnitudes being measured [10] [19]. These 
inconsistencies may arise from differences in device set-up, specimen under 
measurement, errors or noises. However, the major cause should be the different 
tissue constitution at the position being measured. 
To our knowledge, no detail experiment of this kind has been done with 
the tissue constitution known. Such knowledge requires the help of medical 
imaging, such as MRI or CT scans, on the object being measured. This is not an 
easy job when considering possible registration have to be done on the object in 
the later force measuring experiments. 
Despite the large difference in force magnitudes, the force profiles are 
similar in these experiments. Under current limitations in measurement, we 
believe that reproducing the exact force series in simulations may not be a good 
approach, unless the tissue constitution is a constant and similar to that in 
experiments. Instead, we can segment the force series from experiments into 
different stages, and then investigate and figure out a model with variable 
parameters to describe the force changes within each stage. Model parameters 
can be set according to the experiment data together with practitioners' 
experience. These variable models also facilitate possible incorporation of 
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patient-specific data and simulation of patients in different ages, sizes and 
medical conditions. 
Before we try to model the force interactions, we first made an analysis 
on existing experimental results and figured out the various processes that take 
place during needle insertion. Such analysis is based on physical facts, real life 
experiences and some predictions. The results of analysis wi l l be incorporated 
into our haptic model as described later. Fig. 3.5 shows a typical force-
displacement graph during needle insertion into human body synthesized with 
reference from various published experiments [10] [16] [20] [17]. The graph can 
be divided into 4 sections. 
In section 1，the needle first contacts the skin and deforms it until rupture. 
The skin deformation before puncture is governed by its stiffness. Skin has been 
shown to be highly elastic but not perfectly elastic, which is similar to other soft 
tissues [24]. As a consequence, the deformation force does not vary linearly 
with displacement. It displays an initial lax response with a gradual transition 
into a stiffer behaviour. Many experimental studies on skin and other soft tissues 
also demonstrated its viscoelastic (a combination of viscous and elastic) 
behaviour [25] before puncture. When the applied force reaches a peak (break 
l imit), it is punctured and the force suddenly drops. This peak force is velocity-
dependent according to experiments [10]. The higher the velocity is, the smaller 
the peak force becomes. 
In section 2, the force value fluctuates with general increasing trend. 
This is due to the increasing friction resulted from the graduate increase in the 
contact area between the needle and underlying tissue. Sometimes the force 
value may seem remain constant in some experimental results. This depends on 
the kind of tissue that underneath the skin. I f that tissue has a negligible friction, 
such as adipose tissue, increasing contact area may not cause noticeable changes 
in resistant force. The noises produced by the measuring devices may contribute 
part of the fluctuation in the force value. However, practitioners' experience 
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Figure 3.5: A typical force-displacement graph during needle insertion 
tells us that this fluctuation does exist, in the form of a rough feeling in force 
perception. This is mainly due to needle clamping by the skin. 
In section 3, the needle encounters another tissue. So, it deforms the 
tissue until the force break l imit is reached. The tissue punctured and the 
resistant force drops. This can be modelled similarly as skin, with different 
model parameter values. Afterwards, situation like section 2 proceeds, with the 
resistant force composed of frictional forces between needle and the new tissue, 
in addition on the previous frictions. 
In section 4，the needle finally clashes on bone. A rapidly increasing 
force results, demonstrating the high stiffness of bone. The force profile shown 
in the above figure is merely a simple version of the real interactions. The events 
occur in the sections can happen at any time or even at the same time. Carefully 
fuse these force features together in the final model is the key to handle all 
possible situations in real operations. 
The above figure also fails to demonstrate the processes involved during 
possible termination of needle insertion (thrusting) and then removal (lifting). 
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Few experiments have been carried out to investigate this kind of bi-directional 
needle movement. Andrew [16] and Daniel [19] set up such experiments, taking 
force measurements on bovine organs and a recently deceased cadaver 
respectively. From their experiment results, we noticed that the force required to 
hold the needle does not drop to zero upon termination of needle insertion. 
Instead, a positive (away from body) hold force is needed to maintain the needle 
position. When the needle is picked up, the force magnitude gradually reduces 
and finally reaches zero. I f the same needle movement proceeds, the force wi l l 
become negative with increasing magnitude. This behaviour differs from that of 
stiff solids, such as wood. In these solids, upon termination of needle insertion, 
the needle position still can be retained even when no force is applied on it any 
more. 
Such behaviour is the result of the elasticity (or stiffness) of soft tissues. 
Just after puncture, the deformed tissue retracts, but does not returned to zero 
deformation. Some of the deformation is being maintained during needle 
insertion, by the force from dynamic friction between needle and tissue. When 
the movement terminates, a hold force is required to continuously maintain this 
initial deformation. Picking up the needle now reduces the deformation until the 
tissue reaches its equilibrium point. Further pick-up deforms the tissue again, 
but in opposite direction. This deformation continues until static limit is 
approached and then the needle slides against the tissue. 
Bi-directional needle movement also makes several other situations 
possible, including already punctured tissue layer and gradually reduction of 
contact area between needle and tissues, etc. A l l these situations and features 
wi l l be taken into account and be simulated in our haptic model. 
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3.4 Haptic Model Construction 
Fig. 3.6 shows the stages involved in the development of our simulation. 
Computer simulation is the utilization of limited computer resources and 
algorithms to model as realistic as possible the real-life phenomenon with 
possible infinite complexity. The word "simulation" implies that we cannot 
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Figure 3.6: Major stages in our simulation development 
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actually reproduce physical responses exactly, but try to use some computer 
models and computation method to demonstrate those already known facts and 
changes captured in manual measurements. In the previous chapter, we have 
already investigated those known features in real-life needle manipulation inside 
human body. We wil l now proceed with the computer simulation of needle 
manipulation. 
Several factors are being considered during the development of the 
whole needle manipulation simulator: 
Realism - One of the goals in our simulation is obvious, that is to construct 
models that can demonstrate the force behaviours during needle manipulation as 
close to realism as possible. 
Computation - Computational complexity in simulation has to be considered 
also. The computational requirement for haptic rendering is especially tight. To 
achieve a stable haptic display, an update rate of more than IKHz is desired. 
Besides, the final purpose of our simulation is for acupuncture needle treatment 
training, having an interactive update rate is the key to eventually improve 
students' performance, unlike simulation for surgery planning and scientific 
analysis (Fig. 3.7). Since the requirements of realism and computational 
efficiency always conflict with each other, a trade-off has to be made between 
the two in the simulation design. So, like other needle simulations, in designing 
our haptic models, we tend to seek for simple equations that can describe the 
experimental results instead of computational expensive models of complex 
tissue behaviours. 
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of requirements in different simulation purpose 
Limitations - Haptic display interfaces are not perfectly designed. PHANToM 
Desktop is not an exception. The device has several limitations on force display, 
including maximum force l imit and stiffness l imit (Table 3.1). Some artifacts 
such as buzzing may also results when large velocity-dependent (damping) 
forces or forces with bumpy direction and magnitude are displayed on the 
device. These have to be taken into account when designing the models, in order 
not to exceed its limits and cause undesirable behaviours during training. 
In this and the next chapter, the details of Stage 1 in our simulation, the 
construction and composition of the haptic models wi l l be described. Table 3.2 
shows the notations adopt in our haptic models. Each notation wi l l be explained 
in the fol lowing context when it is used the first time. Note all force, velocity 
and displacement variables in the description follow the direction convention 
shown in Fig. 3.8 unless stated. A l l variables are in the fol lowing units unless 
stated: 
Force - N (Newton); Displacement - mm; Velocity - mm 
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T Set of tissue types {Air, Skin, Fat, Muscle, Bone} 
Q Set of tissue states {Pre-puncture, static, dynamic} 
X Displacement 
V Velocity 
f Force 
F ( , Force resulted from tissue re T at state ^G , with tissue 
''s ， deformation A： and needle velocity v 
kt Stiffness of tissue teT 
Pt Viscosity (damping coefficient) of tissue t ^ T 
A^ Fundamental length in the incremental viscoelastic model 
B i t Break limit control parameter 1 (for high velocity) of tissue re T 
B2t Break limit control parameter 2 (for low velocity) of tissue t s T 
St Static friction limit of tissue t e T (per unit contact area) 
Dt Dynamic frictional force of tissue t € T (per unit contact area) 
S Skin roughness [0,1] 
Fg Structure weight compensation force 
Fcjd) Path constraint force 
kc Constraint spring constant 
Fn Along-the-needle force 
Table 3.2: Notations used in the haptic models 
\ , 
r:本 
F X . V 
Figure 3.8: Convention of variable direction 
Among the 5 principle tissue categories including air, skin, adipose 
tissue, muscle and bone being modeled, air is the simplest one, since no force 
feedback needed to be modeled and displayed, except the compensation for 
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device weight that wil l be explained in next chapter. The simulation of axial 
(along the needle) force responses for the other 4 categories wil l be illustrated in 
the sections below. 
3.4.1 Skin 
The force profile of skin when reacting with needle can be divided into 3 states: 
pre-puncture, static and dynamic. 
Pre-puncture State 
Prior to puncture, skin exhibits a viscoelastic behaviour, which can be 
demonstrated by a Viogt element [26] (Fig. 3.9). It is consist of a linear spring 
with Young's modulus k and zero rest length, and a damper with viscosity p in 
parallel. A force /resulting in an extension of e with velocity v can be expressed 
as: 
f = ke - pv (3.1) 
/ / / / . / / / / 
rt p D . : 
K p Damper £ 
spring > 
，r 
I I L -
><v V … 、 \ " 7 T 7 
Figure 3.9: A Viogt element Figure 3.10: Pre-puncture deformation 
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However, the linear response from a Viogt element does not match with 
the non-linear force-deformation behaviour of skin. So, the incremental 
viscoelastic model developed by Brett [10] is employed to simulate skin pre-
puncture response. The model starts with a single Viogt element, a new Viogt 
element is added each time whenever the total skin deformation x (Fig. 3.10) 
exceeds a multiple of Ax, an adjustable variable. Under this model, the force 
required to make a deformation x (>0) on the skin before puncture is: 
_ x(6pvAx + + 3kxAx + 2kAx^) 
s^kin, pre-puncture v-^ ' 一 ^ ^ ^ W"^) 
where k and p are the spring constant (众此•„) and damper viscosity {pskin) 
respectively of skin, v is the velocity of needle. The detail deviation of the 
equation is presented in Appendix B. Fig. 3.11 shows the graphs of the model 
with different values of k and Ax. Its profile agrees with most of the 
experimental studies on skin [10] [24] as shown in the figure. 
Note that f in Fig. 3.9 is the force that the user has to apply. During 
simulation, the force to be sent to the haptic device has the same magnitude as f 
but in opposite direction, attempting to bring the user back to the equilibrium 
point (i.e. x=0). Similar rules hold in the following discussions. 
The Viogt elements are not infinitely added into the model, as the skin 
wi l l be ruptured (or punctured) when the force reaches a break limit. This limit 
is velocity-dependent according to some experiments. The faster is the needle 
motion, the smaller is the break limit. When the velocity tends to infinity, the 
break limit should tend to 0. On the other extreme, when the velocity tends to 
zero, the break l imit should tend to infinity. The above observations led us to the 
modelling of the break condition as: 
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Figure 3.11: Graphs of the incremental viscoelastic model (p = 0) 
52�*,” 
^skin,pre-puncture(^ '^ ) ^ B l — + ~ ^ (3.3) 
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Such model is computational efficient and capable o f demonstrating the above 
behaviour. The two parameters B1 and B2 can be separately calibrated. B1 
controls the break l imit at high velocity while B2 controls the l imit at low 
velocity. Setting B2 to zero can eliminate the velocity dependency. Fig. 3.12 
4 I P 1 1 1 1 
3.5 丨 -
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i 4 \ -
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- —〜――一__ 〜 — — — — 一 _ ^ 57=0.2,52=1 
0 • — — ' • • 57=0.2,52=02 
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Figure 3.12: Effect of parameters on break l imit 
shows the effect o f B1 and B2 on the break limit. Now the two parameters are 
first set according to a few experiment results, but still rely on feedbacks from 
practitioners for tuning. 
Overcoming the break l imit triggers a change in the state of skin from 
"Pre-puncture" to "Static". As the needle is no longer opposed by the pre-
puncture forces, but by the friction with the skin afterwards. 
Static and Dynamic States 
The two states are described together as both o f them are closely related to 
friction. Friction is the result o f sliding between two surfaces. In our case, the 
surfaces are o f the needle and skin. Most interactions involving non-stiff objects 
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Figure 3.13: Pre-sliding displacement 
demonstrate significant displacement before sliding. It is due to adhesion 
between the two objects and surface deformation. Fig. 3.13 demonstrates this 
process. During pre-sliding, the needle velocity is non-zero, however, it is only 
deforming the tissue but not truly sliding against it. So, the two surfaces are 
relatively static and the tissue is said to be in static state with the needle. The 
tissue is in dynamic state only when the needle actually sliding against it. The 
force response during pre-sliding adhesion is not exactly friction, but have to be 
considered as part of static friction model in simulation. 
Now we first consider the dynamic state. The modelling of dynamic 
friction was long debated. Some models represent it as a function of velocity. 
However, existing haptic display devices are not good in demonstrating 
damping (velocity-dependent) forces, especially of large damping coefficients. 
Besides, the force perception resulted from these models does not like sliding 
the needle with skin but like moving it in viscous liquid more. So we follow the 
Coulomb friction model, in which the frictional force always opposes the 
velocity and its magnitude is constant in dynamic state. This constant can be 
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named as dynamic friction coefficient Dskin. Skin goes into static state when the 
needle movement ceases. 
Next is to model the pre-sliding displacement in static state. Dahl was 
the first to systematically study and model this behaviour [32]. Haward and 
Armstrong have simulated Dahl's model on a haptic device [27]. Most models 
include Dahl's specify the static frictional force to be proportional to the strain 
(X- p in Fig. 3.13), as i f the two objects are connected by a spring. As pre-
sliding displacement is due to the adhesion between needle and tissue in contact, 
the force response should therefore follow the relationship between force and 
deformation of that tissue (skin in this case). So, we can again use the 
incremental viscoelastic model to demonstrate this phenomenon. The original 
equation of the model (3.2) derived in [10] can only handle deformation in 
single direction (i.e. x ^ ) . We extended it to handle both (Appendix B). 
Pre-sliding of needle ends when the static frictional force exceeds a 
breakaway force limit (or static friction limit) SsUn and then the skin goes into 
dynamic state. According to the phenomenon of stick-slip, this limit is modelled 
to be slightly higher than the dynamic coefficient Dskin-
The resulting friction model is shown graphically in Fig. 3.14. Note that 
the figure assumes the needle is in constant velocity and does not in contact with 
other tissues except skin of constant depth. This model displays Coulomb 
friction model's behaviour and the stick-slip phenomenon. It can also 
demonstrate pre-sliding displacement with incremental viscoelastic properties. 
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Figure 3.14: Friction model for skin 
However, the above model still has one defect. The force feedback from 
the model in dynamic state is overly smooth. This results in an undesired 
perceived experience of advancing the needle through soft plastic. Under an 
electron microscope, skin appears to have a jagged surface, especially for dryer 
skin. So in real needle manipulation, due to needle clamping by the skin, the 
perceived force has a rough feature. Such feature is often smoothed out by curve 
fitting on experimental results and left missing in most of the models in needle 
simulation. We have tried to remedy this by using the model capable of 
representing simple surface textures proposed by William, etc. [28]. However, it 
cannot reproduce similar feature in the simulated force output. Finally, we adopt 
a simpler method in which random fluctuations are added onto the original 
dynamic coefficient. A random quantity is generated equally likely from the 
range of - D—S to D—S with d G [0,l) and then added to the dynamic friction. 
The roughness of skin can be adjusted by varying the parameter S. This random 
function is chosen instead of others such as Gaussian distribution because it can 
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ensure a bounded frictional force response and fast computation with 
satisfactory results. Mathematically, the static frictional force per unit contact 
area can be expressed as: 
x(sign(x)6pvAx + kx^ + sign{x)?)kxtiix + 
^ skin, static ^ ^ ( 3 - 4 ) 
with state change to dynamic when |/^ ski„’static(x,v)\ > S—. 
The dynamic frictional force per unit contact area can be expressed as: 
尸skin, dynamic ( 义 ， 力 = • • ？ 湘 , + mnd(~D—5, D j ) ( 3 . 5 ) 
with state change to static when v = 0. The stick-slip constraint Sskin > A-^ i 
always holds in the model. 
3.4.2 Adipose Tissue 
The mechanical properties of adipose tissue have been shown empirically to be 
almost completely viscous. A needle moving within these tissues would be 
opposed by a force that is very nearly proportional to its speed and contact area. 
Thus, the force profile of adipose tissue only has the dynamic state and the 
opposing force per unit contact area can be expressed as: 
F f a t , d y _ i c ( X ， V ) = P / „ , V ( 3 . 6 ) 
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3.4.3 Muscle 
Muscle exhibits viscoelastic behaviour similar to skin. So, its force profile can 
be analogically divided into 3 states with models very similar to skin of different 
parameters. The only difference is the absence of roughness component in the 
dynamic friction. The models can be expressed as: 
Pre-puncture state: 
_ x(6pvAx + + 3kxAx + 2kAx^) 
" m u s c l e , pre-puncture - � ) 
B2 , 
with state change to static when Fmuscie’pre-punctu<Jx，"^ ) ^ B l „赃,，+ ^ 
Static state: 
、—x{sign{x)6pvAx + Joc^ + sign(x)3kx/Sjc + 2k Ax^) 
厂 muscle, static ( 不 = ^ ^ ( 丄 … 
with state change to dynamic when |Fmu3cie’static("^ ’力| > ^muscle-
Dynamic state: 
“ m u s c l e , d y n a m i c (X，V) = sign(v) D,nusde (3.9) 
with state change to static when v = 0. 
The variable jc, p and k refer to the corresponding parameters of muscle. 
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3.4.4 Bone 
We assume the needle cannot puncture bones so we only need to consider the 
pre-puncture state of it. Haptic interfaces only have finite bandwidth power, 
which is unable to actually prevent the interface point from penetrating into the 
bone surface. We adopt the penalty-based method in which a linear spring with 
the maximum affordable stiffness is connected between the interface point and a 
point on the bone surface (Fig. 3.15). The great force generated by the spring 
would attempt to repel the interface point back to the surface. The high velocity 
during this action may results in a large opposite force by the damping effect of 
other tissues in contact with the needle. This force in turn wi l l bring the needle 
、、 
\ / 
Other tissues 
个 f 
Bone 
Figure 3.15: Penalty-based method for bone 
back into the bone and the process repeats. Finally, the device starts buzzing and 
become unstable. To prevent this, the viscous (damping) effect of other tissues 
must be disabled when the interface point is inside the bone. 
Another concern is that in average the stiffness of human bone is even 
larger than the maximum stiffness limit (3.16 N/mm) (Table 3.1) of PHANToM 
Desktop [25]. We cannot reproduce the actual bone stiffness. However, since 
normally the stiffness of other tissues and the magnitude of the integrated force 
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on the needle still have certain distance from the limit, that stiffness can already 
produce a convincing perception of striking on bone. This is approved by users 
of the simulator. 
3.5 Force Composition 
During passage of the needle through the various tissues, there is a combination 
of events, such as tissue deformation, sliding, puncture, taking place at the same 
time along the needle. Careful composition of forces resulting from these 
various events ensures the capability of simulating any possible situations in real 
needle manipulation. In addition to the force FN along the needle, there are two 
other components have to be considered. They are structure weight 
compensation force FG and path constraint force Fc (Fig. 3.16 a). The total force 
sending to the virtual needle tip is the sum of the three components: 
F = FG + FC + FN (3.10) 
Initial trajectory、^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 、 / M Initial trajectory / M 
、- w ^ 
/ ^^ / 
(a) Forces acting on needle (b) Axis P and pup 
Figure 3.16: Illustration of forces and axis 
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3.5.1 Structure Weight Compensation 
The structure and actuator mass of the haptic device exert a downward force on 
the stylus tip even when no force is sent to the device. The virtual needle 
therefore seems to have an unbalanced and overly large weight at the needle tip. 
The problem is even worse as the force magnitude varies with the device joint 
positions and orientations. The solution being adopted is to send a constant 
upward force FG to compensate the weight. Now the force is tuned to balance 
the weight when the stylus tip, that is the interface point, is at the centre region 
of its workspace and the result is acceptable. This force always acts on the 
needle even when it has not yet been inserted into the virtual body. Further 
measurements wi l l help in investigating the relationship between this weight and 
the tip's position. 
3.5.2 Path Constraint Force 
In real needle interactions, an inserted needle is constrainted by surround tissues. 
We model this constraint as a linear spring connecting the needle tip to a point 
on the line of initial trajectory with shortest distance from the tip (Fig. 3.16 a). 
The spring wi l l bring the needle back to the initial trajectory i f it is not. It can be 
expressed as: 
Fc iw) = -kcw (3.11) 
This is initiated when the needle trajectory is fixed, that is, during the initial 
contact of needle on the skin. 
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3.5.3 Needle Axial Force 
Force along the needle FN starts to be computed at the moment of initial contact 
between the needle tip and the skin surface. This moment is identified by 
collision detection of needle with the skin surface triangular meshes. Once 
collision detected, the needle orientation and position is recorded and forms a 
line of initial trajectory (Fig. 3.16 a). The needle is assumed to follow this 
trajectory thereafter and the constraint force wi l l be called into action i f it 
deviates from the line, as mentioned before. A l l force computations then wi l l be 
based on the tissue layers along the line of initial trajectory. Let P be an axis 
along this line with origin at the original skin surface (Fig. 3.16 b). 
Mathematically, the force along needle can be computed by integrating force 
components from skin surface up to the needle tip: 
FN = fo�尸tissue(p),sta_C^(P)，V)办 （3.12) 
where tissue(p), state(p) and x(p) are the type, the state and the deformation of 
the tissue at P = p. However, this requires interactive modification of the tissue 
layer depths according to their complex mutual interactions and is 
computational inefficient. Thus, we adopt another composition method that does 
not involve adjustment of tissue layer depths but can generate very close results. 
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Figure 3.17: Tissue blocks along needle 
We first define a tissue block as a group of consecutive tissue layers with 
the same type along the trajectory line in the HUGO dataset (Fig. 3.17). We take 
advantage from tissue coherence by assuming the state and deformation of 
tissues within a tissue block are the same. This assumption largely simplified the 
computation but does not affect too much the result. 
The force computation in our simulator is performed at a frequency of 
IkHz and we now describe the processes involved in a haptic iteration step that 
lead to the final FN value. 
1. Tissue Layers Look-up 
Al l tissue layers along the initial trajectory can be looked up from the dataset 
once the trajectory is determined. However, this wi l l cause a sudden high 
computation load at the time of initial contact, so we average the load by 
performing the look-up only when necessary within each iteration step, and 
buffer the results in an array of tissue layers for fast retrieval. In detail, the look-
up is performed only i f the tissue layer at the current tip position is not yet 
buffered. Tissue layers in the array wi l l not be modified once recorded. Since a 
voxel in the original dataset is Imm^ in size, the tissue layers are sampled along 
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Figure 3.18: Needle puncturing multiple tissue layers 
the line at 1mm interval. Thus, each tissue layer in the array is assumed to be 
1mm thick. 
2. Pre-puncture Force Computation 
In our simulation, a tissue block needs to be punctured once only when the 
needle first encounters it, at the tissue boundary. A variable Ipmctured records the 
index of the tissue layer that is last punctured. A l l tissue layers with index 
smaller than Ipmctured have already been punctured before and wi l l go directly 
into static state when contacted again by the needle. This matches with the real 
practice. 
Besides, a needle may be simultaneously deforming more than one tissue 
layer before puncture (Fig. 3.18). So, a pre-puncture array P is set up to record 
the indices of these puncturing layers. At each iteration step, new puncturing 
layers are first figured out and added into the array by detecting tissue 
boundaries in the tissue layer array, from index maxQiast, Ipunctured) to 1,丽,where 
I last and I,low are the indices of the last and current tissue layer in which the 
needle tip is positioned. 
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Figure 3.19: Accumulation of total adipose tissue depth 
Next, since we allow the needle to move backward, so some layers in the 
pre-puncture array may be no longer deforming by the tissue. These layers 
should have index larger than 1酬 and is removed from the array. Then, each 
layer in the pre-puncture array is checked to see i f it is punctured by the needle. 
A layer with index I of tissue type t is punctured if: 
^ t, pre-puncture \ytip “ 
I, v) >= Bl t + B2t/v (3.13) 
Where pup is the displacement of the needle tip from the skin surface (Fig. 3.16 
b). These layers are removed and those with tissue type of skin and muscle wil l 
be added to the frictional array that wi l l be explained later. Finally, the pre-
puncture forces are added to the total axial force: 
FN = ^Fmpre-punCureiPtip 一“力 (3.14) 
V/EP 
where t(l) is the tissue type of layer I in P. 
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3. Viscous Force Computation 
In the current simulation, only the adipose tissue exhibits pure viscosity 
behaviour. So, we need to compute only the depth of adipose tissue in contact 
with needle from the tissue layer array. There are two cases (Fig. 3.19). In the 
first cases, the needle is not puncturing any tissue layers, so the depth of adipose 
tissue can be accumulated from the skin surface up to the needle tip. However, 
in another case, the needle is puncturing some tissues, although the tissue in the 
dataset at the needle tip position may be fat, the needle is not actually in contact 
with it. So, the depth of adipose tissue should be accumulated from skin surface 
to the first tissue layer in the pre-puncture array only. After the total depth of 
adipose tissue in contact with needle dfat is found, the viscous force can be 
computed and added to the axial force: 
FN = FN + V Pfat dfat (3.15) 
4. Frictional Force Computation 
Here, the tissue coherence assumption is employed. An array D is set up to 
record the indices of the first tissue layer in each tissue block under frictional 
(static or dynamic) effect. The deformation, depth and state of each tissue block 
are also stored. We define x(b), d(b) and state(b) as the deformation and depth 
of tissue block b in contact of the needle respectively. 
As described before, the condition of state change from dynamic to static 
is the stop of needle motion (v=0). However, the limited update rate of haptic 
rendering may not be able to capture this short moment, the needle may well 
have moved again after a pause without noticed by the program. So, instead of 
checking only the condition v = 0，we also look for a direction change. Both 
conditions trigger the state change. 
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Within each iteration step, first is to figure out new tissue blocks to 
include. There are two sources, one is from just punctured tissue blocks, and 
another is from checking new tissue boundaries. When a tissue block is 
punctured, its first tissue layer index wi l l be added to the array D with 
deformation, depth and state initialized. The state of just punctured tissue block 
is set as static. Another source is due to the fact that some tissue blocks may 
have been punctured before, so penetrating them again wi l l not experience pre-
puncture but directly go into static state. These blocks can be found out by 
checking tissue boundaries. There are two cases again. I f /„ow > Ipmctured, we only 
need to check from kast to Ipunctured, otherwise we have to check from liast to 1画. 
Next, we check each tissue block in D for a state change from static to 
dynamic. A block b tissue type t initially in static state wi l l advance to dynamic 
state i f the static l imit is exceeded: 
> S, and xib)v > 0 (3.16) 
After the state change, tissue deformation wi l l be reduced due to the stick-slip 
phenomenon. The tissue deformation thereafter is maintained by the dynamic 
friction, so the new deformation can be expressed as: 
x(b) = Dt / kt (3.17) 
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Figure 3.20: Needle out of contact with tissue in state change 
Many possible consequences arise here. One of them is illustrated in Fig. 3.20, 
in which the needle becomes out of contact with the tissue after state change. 
These all are carefully handled in our simulation. Finally, i f the last block in D is 
in dynamic state, the depth of this block has to be enlarged as the needle further 
advances forward into tissue of the same type. The total frictional force is than 
added onto the axial force: 
(x(b),v)d(b) (3.18) 
beD 
where t(b) is the tissue type of block b. Now, the computation of axial force 
finished and is sent to the haptic device for display. 
One thing remains unconsidered is the termination condition for the 
above computations. In other words, we have to determine when the needle wi l l 
completely get out of the body. We have to treat it in two cases. I f the needle has 
not punctured the skin, the needle is out of the body when pup < 0. However, i f i t 
did puncture the skin, the skin may be still clamping on the needle when pup < 0. 
So, we have to check whether the skin tissue block is still in the fictional array D, 
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Figure 3.21: Simulated force profile under needle velocity Imm/s 
I f not, the skin is no longer in contact with needle and we can safely stop the 
computations. 
Since needle velocity varies under manual practices, it is difficult to 
compare the resulting force profile with standard results and perform validation. 
So, an offline simulator has been constructed to simulate the force profile under 
constant velocity and some specified tissue configuration. Fig. 3.21 shows a 
force profile with needle velocity Imm/s and tissue depths as shown. 
3.6 Interactive Calibration 
An interactive calibration interface has been set up for Chinese acupuncture 
practitioners to tune the model parameters. They can adjust the parameter values 
step-by-step by moving sliders and immediately evaluate the result by 
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manipulating the needle in the virtual body with model parameters changed. 
Currently, 11 of the model parameters, that have the largest influence on the 
force profile, can be tuned via the calibration interface. Damping coefficients are 
set as some small constants under the limitation of the haptic device and other 
minor parameters are set according to some published results. A table of 
parameter values after preliminary calibration is shown in Appendix C. 
Parameters that allow interactive tuning are labelled in the table. Model 
parameters can be saved into files and loaded into the simulator any time for 
further fine-tuning. This also facilitates the creation of models for simulating 
different kinds of patients. 
3.7 Skin Deformation 
Some existing deformable models such as those using finite element 
method can produce realistic soft tissue deformation but requires complex 
computation. During needle manipulation, usually only localized skin 
deformation near the insertion point is involved. So, we choose not to model 
global body deformation but employ the local deformation model proposed by 
Cagatay, etc. [29]. The original model is for deforming tissue surface by a 
surgical tool tip, we modified it a bit to model deformation after skin puncture 
also. In the model, a local region of the skin surface in the close vicinity of the 
intersection between needle and skin is deformed. The deformation is achieved 
by translating those vertices within a certain distance (the radius of influence R) 
of the intersection point, along the needle direction. The magnitude of 
— • 
translation is determined by a second order polynomial. Let 0 be the —» 
intersection point, P be a vertex on the skin surface within the radius of 
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influence R, and m be a unit vector in the needle direction pointing towards the 
tip, the translated vertex can be expressed as: 
_ _ P - 0 — 
P,=P + a — —)Du (3.19) 
K 
, n [ /?"„ before skin puncture (Fig. 3.21 a) 
where D = \ ^ , x(0) is the deformation of 
•x(O) after skin puncture (Fig. 3.21b) 
the first tissue block in frictional array D, which always assumed to be skin. 
The parameter R controls the extent and shape of deformation. This local 
deformation technique is computationally less expensive and can produce 
convincing skin surface changes. Besides, the deformation model is loosely 
coupled with the force model, which achieves real-time rendering rates, and also 
facilitates the separation of two rendering pipelines. Only the variable D is 
required to be communicated between them. 
� � / P " P R 
N 
(a) Before skin punctured (b) After skin punctured 
Figure 3.22: Skin deformation 
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3.8 Chapter Summary 
We have presented the techniques and algorithms we proposed for haptic 
rendering of bi-directional needle manipulation in detail within this chapter, 
from data pre-processing, force profile analysis, modelling of individual tissues 
to force composition. The simulator with these techniques incorporated is 
capable of simulating most circumstances in real practice, such as puncture of 
multiple tissue layers, stable stiff resistance from bone and rough force 
perception from skin clamping. Features initiated from bi-directional motion of 
needle like puncture history and pre-sliding displacement are also demonstrated. 
In the next chapter, we wil l describe the system architecture supporting the 
whole simulator. The high update rate in both haptic and visual rendering is a 
crucial factor in surgical training simulation. The design of an efficient 
architecture can significantly contribute to this requirement. 
Chapter 4 
Parallel Visual-Haptic Rendering 
Conventionally, visualization serves as a powerful tool in teaching and training 
students and doctors in various medical operations. Haptic feedback provides an 
excellent complement to visualization, for creating the possibility of hands-on 
practice, in addition to visual experience. Both visual and haptic rendering 
processes are known to be computational demanding tasks, especially for the 
large datasets commonly involved in medical simulations. So, such complement 
requires a good coordination of both pipelines to effectively utilize the available 
computer resources and to support a high enough update rate for real-time 
interactions. In the following section, we wi l l describe the coordination 
architecture we have constructed to provide a foundation for our simulator. 
4.1 Parallel Network Architecture 
A sufficiently smooth visual display requires an update rate of 30Hz while a 
stable haptic display requires an update rate of lOOOHz. To enhance the overall 
performance, it is desirable to separate the haptic feedback generation system 
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from the visualization environment. Removing the burden of force computations 
and haptic feedback delivery from the graphics workstation can result in an 
increased system performance. The haptic feedback device, PHANToM 
Desktop, is connected on a remote workstation, which communicates with the 
graphics workstation through a network. Although an overhead in network 
communication is introduced, it is justified by the increased overall efficiency. 
Besides, careful design of algorithms and models results in loosely coupled 
graphics and haptic computations, which effectively minimize the 
communication lag. Separated renderings also enable the use of specialized 
computing architectures for the two interfaces and achieves separation of 
concern during development 
In our simulation, a Windows NT workstation serves as the haptic server 
varies a SGI Octane2 Workstation serves as the visual server. The visual server 
mainly updates the 3D scene and delivers visual feedback to users while the 
haptic server handles force computations and communicates with the haptic 
device (Fig. 4.1). Using such architecture, our simulator achieves a visual 
update rate of >30Hz and haptic update rate of IkHz. Detail description of the 
two pipelines wi l l be given individually in the following two sections. 
4.2 Visual Rendering Pipeline 
The visual rendering part of the simulation is programmed by C++ language 
with the help of two libraries, Visualization Toolkit (VTK) and the G M P 
Toolkit (GTK+) (Fig. 4.1). Both of them are open-source and cross-platform 
libraries. V T K provides a variety of data representations and graphics routines, 
and is responsible for building the 3D graphics in the visual interface. It allows 
us to focus on the higher-level implementation of the algorithms and pass most 
of the basic OpenGL-based graphics jobs to the library. However, it does not 
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Figure 4.1: Network Rendering Architecture 
provide any user interface components necessary for interactions. So, GTK+ is 
integrated to build up the 2D menu-based user interfaces in our simulator. 2D 
controls generally require less computational resources and are easier to master 
when compared to those in 3D. 
At the start of each rendering step, a request signal is sent to the haptic 
server asking for the haptic device's position and orientation. After the haptic 
server replies back the require information, it w i l l use the information to render 
the virtual needle on the interface. These two messages forms the most frequent 
communicated data (~30Hz) between the two servers. Since the visual server is 
also responsible for capturing of keyboard and mouse inputs, messages that sent 
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to the haptic server include notification of these commands that require changes 
in haptic side. 
4.3 Haptic Rendering Pipeline 
The haptic rendering part is also programmed by C++ language with the help of 
General Haptic Open Software Toolkit (GHOST). It is a cross-platform library 
that takes care of the many complex computations required to realistically 
simulate physical interaction with digital objects and serves as an interface to 
communicate with the PHANToM desktop device. In this way, we are allowed 
to deal with high-level force computations involved in our simulation. 
Since the haptic rendering loop is running at a frequency of IkHz, which 
is a lot higher than that of visual rendering, the position and orientation 
information of the device are not sent unless a request from the other side is 
received. Other messages that are sent to the visual server include the 
deformation of skin and performance statistics of the student. 
4.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, a summary on the system architecture and the 
implementation details are given. The decoupling of haptic and visual rendering 
processes guarantees a high update rate for stable display and real-time 
interactions. The use of free and cross-platform libraries results in a cost-
effective training system readily applicable in medical schools with any 
computer platforms. In the next chapter, we wi l l introduce the user interface and 
the various functions of our simulator. 
Chapter 5 
User Interface 
An intuitive user interface design can make significant contributions to a surgery 
training system. It can provide a comfortable and interesting learning 
environment for students that help reducing the learning time of the operation. 
Providing a set of functions that mimic the tools assisting real operations can let 
the student to perform their best in the training, thus increasing the usefulness 
and reliability of the training results. 
In our simulation system, a student can easily access the three main 
functions via the main menu: needle practice, device calibration and model 
settings. These functions wil l be described in details in the following sections. 
5.1 Needle Practice 
This is the main part of the simulation system. During each training session, the 
name of an acupuncture point randomly chosen wi l l be displayed and student is 
asked to perform lifting-thrusting by a needle at that point. Students can apply 
the needle on the virtual body of real size lies in the centre of the workspace 
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(a) Student applying needle (b) Color change for body contact 
Figure 5.1: System user interface 
(Fig. 5.1 a). The virtual needle is controlled by the 6-degree-of-freedom 
PHANToM stylus. A change in the needle handle's colour serves as a cue for 
body contact (Fig. 5.1 b). When the student is manipulating the needle inside 
the virtual body by one of his hand, he can conveniently keep the needle in the 
current position by pressing the space on keyboard using another hand. Besides 
the basic needle operations, several functions also assist students in training. 
5.1.1 Moving Mode 
Student can grab the virtual body and change to the desired position and 
orientation intuitively by a virtual chopstick before applying needle. Axes 
centred in the origin of the workspace guide the placement of the body within 
the physical workspace of the device. 
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5.1.2 Acupuncture Atlas 
Acupuncture points can be visualized on the virtual body. Moving the needle to 
the acupuncture point can highlight it and check its name and corresponding 
meridians. 
5.1.3 Training Results 
After a student remains a needle in the virtual body or takes a needle out of the 
body, a training session is considered to be finished. The correct acupuncture 
point position is shown and the student can check his performance by clicking a 
button. He can also choose to practice again on the same point i f he thinks his 
previous performance is unsatisfactory. Table 5.1 shows the items and statistics 
currently included in the training results. Fig. 5.2 shows a graph showing the 
change of force by time during a student's training. 
1 Distance from the correct acupuncture point position 
2 Average thrusting speed 
3 Maximum thrusting speed 
4 Average lifting speed 
5 Maximum lifting speed 
6 Insertion angle (from skin surface normal) 
7 Angle deviation from the line of initial needle trajectory 
8 Graphs showing time vs insertion depth, force and velocity 
I with tissue depths shown 
Table 5.1: Training results and statistics 
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Figure 5.2: Force vs time during needle manipulation by a student 
5.1.4 User Controls 
There are other controls available in the system, including stereoscopic display 
and zooming. They are summarized in Table 5.2. 
Key/Switch Function 
Escape Show main menu 
Space [When needle is outside body] 
Change mode: Palpation exam -> Needle insertion -> 
Virtual body movement 
(Palpation exam not fully implemented) 
[When needle is inside body] 
Remain needle in current position inside the virtual 
body 
s/S Toggle stereoscopic display 
a/A Toggle acupuncture atlas 
[Numpad] 8 Zoom in 
[Numpad] 5 Reset camera to show real-size virtual body 
[Numpad] 2 Zoom out 
Stylus switch Grab the virtual body in moving mode 
Table 5.2: User controls in the system 
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5.2 Device Calibration 
The haptic device PHANToM Desktop need to be calibrated to ensure that the 
physical workspace origin and the orientation of the stylus match with those of 
the virtual workspace and virtual needle. Before making the calibration, one 
should move the stylus around to the maximum extent in the workspace to get 
the best calibration. 
5.3 Model Settings 
Parameters controlling the haptic model can be adjusted by experienced 
practitioners though this interface. It is divided into 11 steps, 1 step for tuning 1 
parameter. The adjustments are immediately made on the haptic model and 
practitioners can evaluate the result by moving the needle in the virtual body. 
There are detail instructions and colour changes guiding through the tasks. 
Adjusted parameter values can be stored into data files and loaded into the 
simulator. 
5.4 Chapter Summary 
The user interface of our simulation system is introduced in this chapter. 
Currently the system provides controls and tools for all basic operations for 
practicing needle manipulation. Students can also evaluate his performance by 
looking at the training statistics and comparing the results with the performance 
of some experienced practitioners. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
6.1 Research Summary 
Chinese acupuncture is a treatment technique in traditional Chinese medicine. It 
prevents and treats health disorders by stimulating acupuncture points on the 
body. One commonly used stimulation technique is lifting and thrusting the 
needle repeatedly at some target acupuncture points. Proper and effective 
therapeutic effect relies on precisely locating the acupuncture points and 
manipulating the needle. On the other hand, wrong application of needles can 
cause dizziness and even serious adverse results. Comprehensive pre-operative 
trainings can improve the accuracy and stableness of practitioners in these 
operations and in turn benefit patient by reducing their sufferings from incorrect 
treatments. 
This thesis describes a computer simulation system for the lifting-
thrusting needle treatment in Chinese acupuncture. It provides a realistic three-
dimensional environment for students to apply needle operations on a virtual 
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patient. During needle manipulation, students can judge the needle progress 
from the real-time deformation of the skin surface and also from the tactile 
experience through a haptic feedback device. The virtual patient is constructed 
by applying computer imaging techniques on patient and so the whole process 
from data acquisition to training is non-invasive. Objective statistics from 
analysis on the student's performance given after each training session allows 
continual improvement on the treatments. 
Existing needle operations training simulations focus on the single-
direction movement of needle towards the target inside the body. So, the key 
part of our system is the modelling of bi-directional needle motion involved in 
Chinese acupuncture to generate realistic force feedback. After an analysis on 
the force profiles from previous measuring experiments, new haptic models are 
constructed to simulate the individual tissue response. A force composition 
method integrating all the force responses along the needle and capable of 
supporting both needle insertion and removal is proposed. 
A parallel rendering architecture for generating visual and haptic 
displays are constructed. The two rendering pipelines decoupled on two servers 
and communicated through network result in enhancement of the overall system 
performance and real-time update rates in training. At the front end of the 
simulator, an intuitive user interface with all the necessary tools and functions 
necessary in real needle manipulation practice is implemented 
6.2 Suggested Improvement 
The graphics part of current implementation is built using the VTK library, 
which is not yet well optimised in graphics computations and rendering. Porting 
of this part to the graphics library recently developed by my colleagues can 
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further improve the graphics update rate and enable more control over the 
rendering. 
Now the training environment only consists of the virtual patient body 
and a needle. Building a virtual environment similar to the workspace in real 
acupuncture practice can improve the overall realism of training. Similar 
benefits can be achieved also by implementing some realistic control over the 
position and orientation of the virtual patient. 
6.3 Future Research Works 
The current haptic display interface can only generate 3-degree-of-freedom 
force feedback, which is unable to model the constraints on the tissue orientation 
from surrounding tissues and also the feedback during needle rotation. 
Developing our own haptic device for needle surgery training can f i l l up this 
deficiency. 
Now the haptic model parameters largely rely on the subjective opinions 
from experienced practitioners. Setting up a complete force measuring 
experiments on cadavers preferably with co-registered CT or MRI imaging data 
can make validation and calibration on the proposed haptic models, and also is a 
great contribution in the research area of needle surgery simulation. Intelligent 
parameter tuning can be another way to improve the overall force response. 
Current training system only simulates part of the human leg. Extension 
to other parts is necessary for complete acupuncture training. Beside, volume 
visualization of the internal body anatomy can extend the application of the 
simulation system to the education and research area of Chinese acupuncture. 
Appendix A: 
Mapping Table for Tissues 
. — ‘ ： ~ 
Tissue index Original tissue Tissue after mapping 
1 Bone marrow Fatty tissue 
2 Fatty tissue Fatty tissue 
3 Bone Bone 
4 Nervous white Fatty tissue 
5 Nervous gray Fatty tissue 
6 Skin ^ 
7 E ^ Fatty tissue 
8 Skeletal muscle (longitudinal) Muscle 
9 Blood Fatty tissue 
n Neuronal tissue Fatty tissue 
12 Lens Fatty tissue 
n Optic nerve Fatty tissue 
14 Cartilage Muscle 
1_5 Mucous membrane Fatty tissue 
16 ^ ^ 
n Lung Muscle 
1_8 Intestine Muscle 
19 Kidney Muscle 
20 Liver Muscle 
^ Glands Fatty tissue 
^ Spleen Muscle 
'M Stomage Muscle 
^ Pancreas Muscle 
^ Urinary bladder Muscle 
27 Gallbladder Muscle 
^ Intestinal content Muscle 
^ Right ventricle Muscle 
y Left ventricle Muscle 
^ Right atrium (heart) Muscle 
^ Left atrium (heart) Muscle 
^ Blood一venous Fatty tissue 
^ Blood_arterial Fatty tissue 
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Appendix B: 
Incremental Viscoelastic Model 
i _J _ \ 
AX- K I ^ F ^ P K N - I ^ F I P 
”——__J (n-l)Ax _____J 
(a) 0<x<Ax (b) Ax<x<2Ax nc.X(ah^<x<nAx 
Figure B. l : Construction of the incremental viscoelastic model 
The model starts with a single Viogt element (Fig. B . l a). The force exerted on 
the model can be expressed as 
F = k 〜 x - p v ( B . l ) 
where k^ (>0) is the spring constant and p (>0) is the damping coefficient of 
the first Viogt element, x is the extension and v is the velocity. When the 
extension reaches a basic distance Ax , a new Viogt element is added. The 
length of the new Viogt element is x-Ax (Fig. B . l b). When the total 
extension reaches 2 Ax，another new Viogt is added and so on. The length of the 
nth Viogt element wi l l be: 
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L = x - { n - \ ) / ^ (B.2) 
The elements are in parallel, so when there are totally N Viogt elements (Fig. 
B . l c), the total force acting on the model wil l be: 
N 
尸 = 1 1 k„[x-(n-l)Ax]-pv (B.3) 
n=l 
where N - |~x/Ax~|. 
To model soft tissues with increasing stiffness we may try to set the 
spring constant to be linearly increasing, that is k^ = nk^. I f we substitute this 
into B.2 and plot the result into a graph, we wi l l see a series of connected 
straight lines with increasing slope. The sudden change in slope may results in 
undesired bumpy force perception. To transform it into a smooth curve, we can 
replace N = j c /A j c instead. Solving the summation wi l l get: 
r x(-6fyvAx + kx^+ 3kxAx + ) … 、 
F = (B.4) 
where /:=/:。. 
This is the model being used in [10]. However, this original model can 
only handle one-direction deformation (x>0), as the equation B.2 is not 
appropriate when x<0. When the deformation is in opposite direction, B.2 
should be change to: 
L = x + (for X < 0) (B.5) 
By similar deviation, the complete equation for deformation in both direction is: 
F 一 x{-sign{x)6pvAx + + sign{x)3kxAx + Ik^x^) (丑石） 
一 6 A ? ‘ 
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Appendix C: Model Parameter Values 
Tunable Parameter Value 
^ ~Bhkin 0.24 
Z ^^ muscle 0 . 2 
^ ~B2,kin 0.05 
B2 muscle 0 .01 
^ —kskin — 0 .06 
Z Kmscle 0 . 0 5 
Pskin 0 
Pfat 0.000001 
/^muscle 0 
Y d — 0.1 
^ 下 s k i n 0 . 1 8 
7 Dmusc le 0 . 0 1 
^ "^kin 0.21 
^ ^muscle 0 
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